This paper presents a first version of LinkPeople, an entity-centric system for coreference resolution of person entities. The approach combines (i) a multi-pass architecture which takes advantage of entity features at document-level with (ii) a set of linguistically-motivated constraints and rules which allows the system to restrict the candidates of a given mention. The paper includes evaluations and error analysis of LinkPeople in 3 different languages, achieving promising results (more than 81% F1 in different metrics). Both the system and the corpora are freely distributed.
Introduction
Coreference Resolution (CR) is a crucial task for several Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications such as Text Summarization, Machine Translation or Information Extraction (IE).
Specially for IE, person entities are those which more effort have deserved from different perspectives. Evaluations such as the Knowledge Base Population (KBP) Slot Filling Task (in the Text Analysis Conference) 1 and the Person Attribute Extraction (in the Web People Search Evaluation Campaign, WePS) 2 , tasks such as Personal Name Matching (Cohen et al., 2003) , or different works on Relation Extraction of person entities (Mann, 2002; Garcia and Gamallo, 2013) are some examples of their importance.
Recently, entity-centric models for coreference resolution, which use features from all the mentions of an entity, have shown better performance than pair-mention systems, which carry out coreference resolution on single pairs of mentions (Lee et al., 2013) . 3 Furthermore, the use of linguistic information such as syntax or semantic knowledge has proved to be essential for high-precision CR (Ng and Cardie, 2002; Ponzetto and Strube, 2006; Uryupina, 2007) . This paper presents the first version of LinkPeople, an open-source system for CR of person entities. LinkPeople is inspired by the Stanford Deterministic Coreference Resolution System (Raghunathan et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013) , using a multi-pass architecture which applies a battery of modules sorted from high-precision to high-recall.
Moreover, the system presented in this paper adds new sieves based on linguistic knowledge, for both cataphoric and anaphoric mentions: It includes a high-precision module which finds cataphoric mentions of Noun Phrases (NP) and personal and elliptical pronouns. The inclusion of this module is based on the claim that definite NPs are not primarily anaphoric (Vieira and Poesio, 2000) . In addition, LinkPeople applies a set of syntactic constraints on the pronominal CR module, increasing its precision by blocking links which do not satisfy the constraints (Mitkov, 1998; Palomar et al., 2001; Chaves and Rino, 2007) .
The system was evaluated in three languages (Portuguese, Spanish and Galician) with promising results (F1 ≈ 83%, with BLANC score). Both LinkPeople and the corpora are freely distributed. 4 Apart from this Introduction, Section 2 contains some related work. The architecture of the system is presented in Section 3 while its evaluation is shown in Section 4. Finally, the results of an error analysis are presented in Section 5, and some conclusions and further work are pointed out in Section 6.
Related Work
Coreference (and anaphora) resolution is one of the older topics in NLP, so it has been the subject of many works. Two main distinctions can be stated in coreference resolution systems: (i) mention-pair vs entity-centric approaches and (ii) machine learning-based vs rule-based models.
On the one hand, mention-pair systems classify two mentions in a text as coreferent or not, by using a feature vector obtained from this pair of mentions. On the other hand, entity-centric approaches determine if a mention (or a partial entity) belongs to another partial entity, using features from other mentions of the same (partial) entities. 5 Machine learning classifiers for CR often use annotated corpora for training supervised models. Supervised models rely on these data in order to learn preferences and constraints (McCarthy and Lehnert, 1995; Soon et al., 2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002; Sapena et al., 2013) , while unsupervised models apply clustering approaches to the coreference resolution problem (Haghighi and Klein, 2007; Ng, 2008) .
Rule-based strategies make use of sets of rules and heuristics for finding the best element to link each mention to (Lappin and Leass, 1994; Baldwin, 1997; Mitkov, 1998; Bontcheva et al., 2002; Raghunathan et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013) . This last system is based on a multi-pass approach which first solves the easy links, then increasing the recall with more rules. Stoyanov and Eisner (2012) presented EasyFirst, which uses annotated corpora in order to know whether coreference links are easy or hard.
Concerning the languages LinkPeople deals with, some studies addressed pronominal CR in Portuguese (Paraboni, 1997; Chaves and Rino, 2007; Cuevas and Paraboni, 2008) . Coelho and Carvalho (2005) adapted the Lappin and Leass (1994) algorithm for this language, while de Souza et al. (2008) presented a supervised approach for solving the coreference between NPs.
For Spanish, Palomar et al. (2001) presented a set of constraints and preferences for pronominal anaphora resolution. Recasens and Hovy (2009) analyzed the impact of several features for CR, then implemented in Recasens and Hovy (2010) . The availability of a large coreference annotated corpus for Spanish ) also allowed other supervised systems being adapted for this language .
To the best of our knowledge, there are no specific systems for coreference or anaphora resolution for Galician language.
Other related areas such as the above mentioned personal name matching perform coreference resolution of personal names by linking variants referring to the same person (Cohen et al., 2003) .
The system presented in this paper uses a similar approach than Lee et al. (2013) , adapting -and adding-some modules for person entities, and enriching others with linguistic-based heuristics such as cataphoric analysis and syntactic constraints.
Architecture of LinkPeople
LinkPeople is based on two main principles: (i) an entity-centric approach and (ii) a multi-pass architecture. On the one hand, the entity-centric approach allows the system to use all the features of an entity when a mention is evaluated. On the other hand, the multi-pass model dynamically enriches an entity (with new features) in every iteration. Thus, latter passes take advantage of the information provided by the previous coreference resolution modules. Figure 1 shows a text with coreference annotation of person entities. It will be used to show how the system works. The input of LinkPeople needs to be pre-processed by NLP tools which provide PoS-tags, Named Entity Recognition (NER) and dependency analysis. In our experiments, FreeLing (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012; Garcia and Gamallo, 2010) was used for tokenizing, lemmatizing and PoS-tagging. NER labeling for Spanish and Portuguese was also added by FreeLing (Carreras et al., 2003; and Garcia, 2011) , while the named entities in Galician were classified by the system presented in Garcia et al. (2012) . Finally, dependency information for the three languages was added by DepPattern (Gamallo and González López, 2011) .
Coreference Resolution Modules
Figure 2 summarizes the architecture of the system, which starts by identifying the mentions. Then, a battery of nominal and pronominal CR modules is applied. Modules with high-precision are applied first, while other modules increase recall by taking advantage of the previously extracted features.
In the first stage, a specific pass identifies the mentions referring to a person entity, using the information provided by the PoS-tagger and the NER as well as applying basic approaches for NP and elliptical pronoun identification: First, personal names (and noun phrases including personal names) are identified. Then, it seeks for definite NPs whose head may refer to a person (e.g., "the singer"). Finally, this module selects singular possessives and applies basic rules for identifying relative, personal and elliptical pronouns (in sentence-initial position, after adverbial phrases and after preposition phrases) (Ferrández and Peral, 2000) . At this step, each mention belongs to a different entity. Each entity contains the gender, number, head of a noun phrase, head of a Proper Noun (PN) and full proper noun as features. Once the mentions are identified, the coreference resolution modules are sequentially executed.
In order to perform CR, each module applies the following strategy (except for some exceptional rules, explained below): mentions are traversed from the beginning of the text and each one is selected if (i) it is not the first mention of the text and (ii) it is the first mention of its entity. Once a mention is selected, it looks backwards for candidates in order to find an appropriate antecedent (in the experiments, using the whole text). If an antecedent is found, mentions are merged together in the same entity. Then, the next selected mention is evaluated.
Besides the identification of mentions, current version of LinkPeople contains the following modules:
StringMatch (StM): this pass performs strict matching of the whole string of both mentions (the selected one and the candidate). In the example (Figure 1 ), mentions 13 and 5 are linked in this step.
NP Cataphora (NP C): this module verifies if the first mention -in the first paragraph-is an NP without a personal name. If so, it is considered a cataphoric mention, and the system checks if the next sentence contains a personal name as a Subject. In this case, these mentions are linked if they agree in gender and number. Mentions 1 and 2 in the example meet these requirements, so they merge. Note that, at the end of this pass, this entity has as NP heads the words 'singer' and 'musician', and 'John Winston Ono Lennon' as the PN. This module also matches fixed synonym structures through dependency paths, such as "Person A , also known as Person B ".
PN StMatch (PN St): in this stage, the system looks for mentions which share the whole PN, even if their heads are different (or if one of them does not have head). "The musician John Lennon" and "John Lennon" (not in Figure 1 ) would be an example.
PN Inclusion (PN I): here, the system verifies if the full PN of the selected mention (in the entity) includes the proper noun of the candidate mention (also in the entity), or vice-versa. In the example, mention 5 is linked to mention 2 in this step. Note that mention 7 is not linked to mention 5, because the full PN of mention 5 is now "John Winston Ono Lennon", not compatible with "Alfred Lennon". Also, mention 13 is not selected here because it is not the first mention of its entity.
PN Tokens (PN T): this module splits the full PN of a partial entity in their tokens, and verifies if the full PN of the candidate contains all the tokens in the same order, or vice-versa (except for some stop words, such as "Sr.", "Jr.", etc.). As the pair "John Winston Ono Lennon" -"John Winston Lennon" are compatible, mentions 12 and 5 are merged.
HeadMatch (HM): in this step, the system checks if the selected mention and the candidate one share the heads (or the heads of their entities). In Figure 1 , mention 14 is linked to mention 13.
Orphan NP (Orph): the last module of nominal CR applies a pronominal-based rule to orphan noun phrases. Here, a definite NP is marked as orphan if it is still a singleton and it does not contain a personal name. Thus, an orphan NP is linked to the previous PN with gender and number agreement. In the example, the mentions 8/9 are linked to 7 and 6.
Pro Cataphora (Pro C): similar to NP Cataphora, this module verifies if a text starts with a personal (or elliptical) pronoun. If so, it looks in the following sentence if there are a compatible PN.
Pronominal (PRO): this is the standard module for pronominal CR. For each selected pronoun, it verifies if the candidate nominal mentions satisfy the syntactic (and morpho-syntactic) constraints (inspired by Palomar et al. (2001) ). They include a set of constraints for each type of pronoun, which remove a candidate if any of the constraints is violated. Some of them are: an object pronoun (direct or indirect) cannot corefer with its subject (mention 11 vs mentions 8/9); a personal pronoun does not corefer with a mention inside a prepositional phrase (mention 4 vs mention 3), a possessive cannot corefer with the NP it belongs to (mention 10 vs mentions 8/9) or a pronoun prefers a subject NP as its antecedent (mentions 10 and 11 vs mentions 6 and 7). This way, in Figure 1 the pronominal mention 4 is linked to mention 2, and mentions 10 and 11 to mention 5. This module only looks in the same and previous sentence for candidates.
Pivot Ent: this last module is only applied if there are orphan pronouns (not linked to any proper noun/noun phrase) at this step. First, it verifies if the text has a pivot entity, which is the more frequent personal name in a text whose frequency is at least 33% higher than the second person with more occurrences. Then, if there is a pivot entity, all the orphan pronouns are linked to its mention. If not, each orphan pronoun is linked to the previous PN/NP (with no constraint).
Evaluation
LinkPeople was tested on three different corpora (for Portuguese, Galician, and Spanish) with coreference annotation of person entities (Garcia and Gamallo, 2014) . The annotation follows the SemEval-2010 guidelines. The corpus for Portuguese has about 51k tokens and ≈ 4,000 mentions. The Galician one, 42k tokens and ≈ 3,500 mentions. The Spanish corpus has over 46k tokens, and ≈ 4,500 mentions. Some of the annotation (gender, number and syntactic labeling) was not manually revised, so it may contain errors (regular setting). The tests were carried out using a gold mention evaluation (i. e., using as input the corpora with the mentions already identified). Moreover, no external resources (gender dictionaries of proper nouns, WordNet, etc.) were used (closed setting).
In order to compare the results of LinkPeople, four well-known baselines were also evaluated: (i) Singletons (Stons), where every mention belongs to a different entity. (ii) All in One (AOne), where all the mentions belong to the same entity; (iii) HeadMatch (HMb), which clusters in the same entity mentions sharing the head and classify each pronoun as a singleton, and (iv) HeadMatch Pro (HMP), same as the previous one, but linking each pronoun to the previous nominal mention with gender and number agreement. 6 Five different metrics were taken into account: MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) , B 3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) , CEAF entity (Luo, 2005) , BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) and ConLL (Pradhan et al., 2011) . They were computed with the scorers used in SemEval-2010 7 (for BLANC) and ConLL 2011 8 (for the other metrics). Table 1 contains the results of the four baselines and of LinkPeople in the three corpora. The first block of each language includes the results of the baseline models. The central rows show the results of the different modules of LinkPeople (see Figure 2) , added incrementally. The first nine rows (StM > PRO) include two default rules in order to classify mentions not covered by the active modules: (i) nominal mentions not analyzed are singletons and (ii) pronouns are linked to the previous nominal mention with gender agreement (except for those pronouns covered by PRO in this model). Furthermore, PRO systems do not restrict the number of previous sentences while looking for antecedents.
The last model (LinkP, the result of all the modules included in LinkPeople) does include a distance restriction in the Pronominal pass (see Section 3.1), so it combines Pronominal with Pivot Ent modules.
As expected, Singletons and HeadMatch baselines produce poor results in most languages and metrics (Singletons values in MUC are null because this metric do not reward correctly identified singletons). However, All In One models achieved reasonable results in some scenarios (MUC and B 3 ). The differences between these values and those from SemEval-2010 are due to the existence (in this work) of just one type of entity. Journalistic and encyclopedic texts are often focused on just one or two persons, (i.e., there is a much lower number of entities in each text), so the precision is higher in All In One and lower in Singletons.
As Recasens and Hovy (2010) shown, HeadMatch Pro baselines obtain good results in the three languages and with every metric (≈ 60% and 67% in F1 BLANC and CoNLL, respectively).
Concerning the different passes of LinkPeople, the performance of the first matching modules depends on the distribution and structure of PNs and NPs in the corpora. In this respect, PN StMatch works well in all the contexts. However, PN Inclusion stands out in the Nominal modules, increasing in more than 5% (BLANC and CoNLL) the performance of the previous model. This is due to the high increase in recall together with the high-precision of this module.
It is worth noting that the addition of some modules seems to improve not only recall, but also precision. This is due to the execution of the two default rules: as the system uses more modules, the amount of (partial)entity mergings (usually) grows. Thus, the precision increases because the new mergings restrict incorrect links performed by the two default rules in the previous models.
HeadMatch module is the first one that deals with mentions without PN (except for the rules applied in NP Cataphora, with low recall). Due to the knowledge provided by previous modules, it also benefits all the models and languages.
The performance of Orphan NP and Pro Cataphora also depends on the corpora and on the evaluation metric. The latter involves a 0.2% loss in Spanish with the BLANC score (but increases in 1.1% using CoNLL). However, Orphan NP allows the system to not classify as singletons some mentions, which in turn helps to increase the performance of Pronominal modules. Similarly, Pro Cataphora prevents the next sieve from selecting pronominal mentions that are cataphoric. 6 Due to language differences and format issues, other coreference resolution systems could not be used for comparison (Raghunathan et al., 2010; Sapena et al., 2013 Table 1 : Results of LinkPeople compared to the baselines in Portuguese (Port.), Galician (Gal.) and Spanish (Spa.). LinkP contains the results of the execution of the whole system.
The standard pronominal resolution module also increases the accuracy of all the systems (with the only exception in Portuguese language with the CoNLL score, which also had a high increase with the Orphan NP module).
Finally, one of the main contributions to the performance of LinkPeople is the combination of the Pronominal module with the Pivot Ent one. This combination reduces the scope of the Pronominal module, thus strengthening the impact of syntactic constraints. Furthermore, Pivot Ent looks for a prominent person entity in each text, and links the orphan pronouns to this entity. In the three languages, the improvement is noticeably better with the BLANC score.
Last row of each language shows the current results of LinkPeople in the three corpora, with macroaverage values of ≈ 83% and ≈ 81% with BLANC and CoNLL scores, respectively.
Error Analysis
In order to determine the major classes of errors produced by the system, 150 errors (50 for each language) were randomly selected from the output of LinkPeople. Each error was analyzed in order to find its source, and was classified according to its typology. This section shows the different error typologies together with some examples, sorted by their frequency in the corpora (first percentage in parenthesis is the average frequency, while the other three correspond to Portuguese, Galician and Spanish values, respectively). 9 They are real examples of incorrectly analyzed mentions (or pairs of mentions belonging to the same entity), with some simplifications due to space reasons:
5.1 Missing links between Noun Phrases and/or Proper Nouns (46%: 58% / 32% / 48%) This category includes some error typologies that differ in the type of knowledge and analysis required by the system in order to accurately link two mentions:
Synonym heads (35.3%: 48% / 32% / 26%): The most frequent type of missing links was produced by mentions of the same entity whose heads are synonyms:
Mention A: "El joven" (the young) Mention B: "el muchacho" (the boy) External (real-world) knowledge (6%: 0% / 0% / 18%): This class includes mentions of the same entity which do not share the lexical features, usually because they refer to well-known entities in the real world:
Mention A: "la presidenta" (the president) Mention B: "Cristina Kirchner"
Here, the noun phrase "the president" is used to refer "Cristina Kirchner", but the mentions are not linked because the system does not take advantage of resources that define Cristina Kirchner as a president. Since the corpora do not have PoS-tagging and dependency labels fully revised, some of these errors involve missing and spurious links between mentions.
Errors in syntactic constraints (10.7%: 0% / 16% / 16%): Direct and indirect object pronouns incorrectly labeled are not covered by some of the syntactic constraints, thus involving an incorrect link between a pronoun and its subject noun phrase.
Incorrect gender (2.7%: 2% / 4% / 2%): The gender of some nouns and adjectives also can be wrongly labeled, so other mentions may be incorrectly linked, or involve a missing link. For instance, the word atleta (sportsperson, which can be both masculine or feminine), labeled as masculine blocked a link to the feminine pronoun ela (she) in Galician.
Incorrect head (2%: 0% / 2% / 4%): Errors in PoS-tagging (usually between nouns and adjectives) also produce wrong dependency analysis, which in turn involve incorrect extractions of the NP heads:
Mention: "el jugador alemán" (the german player) Extracted Head: *alemán (*german, instead of jugador/player) 5.3 Missing links due to long distance pronominal anaphora (11.3%: 14% / 18% / 2%)
This kind of errors arises when the distance between a pronoun and its nominal antecedent is outside the scope of a rule (in our case, between two and four sentences, depending on the module), and the antecedent is not the pivot entity.
5.4 Errors due to quoted speech coreference (10%: 10% / 14% / 6%)
Another category of errors includes mentions inside quoted speech. These mentions can refer to the speaker (first person) or to a third person in the quoted speech:
First person (4.7%: 6% / 6% / 2%): The 1 st person of the quoted speech should be linked to the speaker instead of to a previous entity (note that the elliptical pronoun might also be a 3 rd person pronoun): In this example, the plural mention (O trio do F.C. Porto) is linked to the previous nominal mentions with gender agreement, so an incorrect link between mentions 7 and 4 is done.
5.6 Errors due to incorrect gender agreement (4.7%: 4% / 4% / 6%) Some nominal phrases referring to the same entity may have different gender, thus causing wrong links: Mention A: la víctima (the victim: feminine) Mention B: el muchacho (the boy: masculine) 5.7 Errors produced by constraints and Pivot Ent modules (4.6%: 6% / 0% / 8%)
The syntactic constraints, although precise, may restrict some correct links. This can involve (i) an incorrect discourse analysis or (ii) the application of Pivot Ent, linking the mention to the most frequent entity, which might be incorrect: Here, the elliptical subject of dijo (said) is Martín, but the link is blocked due to a syntactic constraint: the antecedent of the (subject) elliptical pronoun should be a subject. Thus, the system incorrectly links mention 3 to mention 1.
Spurious links between Noun
Phrases sharing the same head (1.3%: 0% / 4% / 0%) In the same text, different entities can share their heads in some mentions, which may involve errors in coreference links, depending on their position and on their features. Thus, the NP "the president" may be linked to two different persons like "the president of the Academia" and "the president of the Government".
5.9 Spurious links produced by errors in previous modules (0.7%: 0% / 2% / 0%) First modules also produce some incorrect clusters which involve errors in further modules. For instance, in the Galician corpus, NP Cataphora incorrectly linked the noun phrase o alcalde (the mayor) to the proper noun "Dorribo". Then, HeadMatch merged "Dorribo" with o alcalde Orozco, creating an incorrect entity that contains two different persons (Dorribo and Orozco). The results of the error analysis bring interesting information to further work. Thus, including some kind of semantic knowledge (synonyms), improving pronominal coreference resolution and implementing specific rules for quoted speech might solve many of the most frequent errors made by LinkPeople.
Conclusions and Further Work
This paper presents the first version of LinkPeople, an open-source entity-centric approach for coreference resolution of person entities which applies a battery of deterministic modules enriched with precise linguistic information.
The system was evaluated in three different languages (Portuguese, Galician and Spanish), clearly surpassing some powerful baselines and achieving promising results.
The addition of rules focused on cataphoric coreference as well as pronominal constraints based on syntactic and discourse restrictions increases the performance of similar approaches with lack of this kind of knowledge.
Current work explores better nominal (Elsner and Charniak, 2010) and pronominal constraints and dedicated handling of plural mentions. In further work, the implementation of an inheritance constraint is planned, which could prevent the merging of partial entities if their mentions were blocked by previous modules. Moreover, the extension of the system for solving the coreference of other types of entities is also planned.
